Abstract. Let G = (V, E) be a finite graph. The set L of labeled vertices is initially empty. Two players A and B move alternately (A first), by choosing an unlabled vertex u C V\ L; then u itself and all vertices on shortest paths between u and any vertex of L are adjoined to L. When L = V, the game is over. In normalplay, the first player unable to move loses and his opponent wins. The outcome is reversed for misbreplay. We resolve the game by determining its winning strategies for the following cases: trees in normal play; cycles in normal and misbre play; and complete graphs K m with rays all of length n, in normal play.
Introduction
Our purpose is to investigate geodetic contraction games, or geodetic games for short, as defined in the abstract, on a number of graphs.
These games, whether played in normal or mis6re form, are impartial, in the sense that from any position exactly the same moves are legal for both players. We follow Berlekamp, Conway and Guy [1] in defining a P-position as any position u from which the Previous player (B) can force a win, that is, the player who responds to the move made from u. An N-position is any position v from which the Next player (A) can force a win, that is, the player who moves from v. The set of all P-positions is denoted by ~,Q and the set of all N-positions by ~.. In general, knowing that a position is in ~ in normal play does not tell us whether it is in ~ or in JUin mis~re play.
In Section 2 we present a polynomial strategy for geodetic games on trees in norreal play. It leans heavily on l.)lehla's strategy for Hackendot [3] (see also " Bushenhack" in [1] ). In Section 3 we determine the P and N positions for a cycle C n with n vertices for normal play, and in Section 4 we do the same for misbre play. Let K m o R n denote the complete graph on m vertices with a ray of length n impinging on each of its m vertices. In the final Section 5 we prove the somewhat surprising result that in normal playK m o R n E ~ for all m _ 2 and n _> 2. To analyze a geodetic game on a tree in normal play, we resort to von Neumann's Hackendot, played on a rooted tree T, directed away from the root r. Player A selects any vertex a. There is a unique (directed) path from r to a. All vertices on this path are deleted, leaving a forest T a. If T a is nonempty, B selects a vertex b in it and deletes all vertices on the path joining it to a root. Provided that the resulting forest T ab is nonempty, A selects a further vertex e and forms T abe, etc. l]lehla [3] gave a polynomial strategy for this game in normal play. Using this fact we easily obtain the first observation.
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Theorem 1: Let T be an undirected finite tree on which a geodetic game is played. Let u be the node labeled in the first move. Let T' be a directed tree derived from T, namely the tree T with root u, oriented away from u, that is, for any node v :~ u, direct the path (u, v) from u to v. Then normal play of the geodetic game on T after the first node u has been labeled, denoted by T u, is equivalent to the Hackendot game T' u (the Hackendot game on T', after the first move of removing the root u).
Proof" If 1,1 and 1" 2 are two games, their sum 1, = (F 1, 1,2) is the game played as follows: A player at his turn selects a move from either F 1 or r 2. To show that F 1 and 1' 2 are equivalent, that is, that they have the same outcome (in fact, the same Sprague-Grundy function-values), it suffices to show that (1'1, 1"2) E ~ (see [1] ). For any move T uv by A, the labeled vertices are the same as the removed ones in T 'uv and conversely. Therefore B can make a last move, hence (T u, T 'u) E ~.. 9 Corollary 1: A geodetic game on a finite undirected tree Tin normal play has a polynomial decision procedure.
Proof" The procedure is to label some node u 1 of the tree Tand orient the tree away from Ul, resulting in a directed tree T'. If the first player can win Hackendot by picking u 1 as the first move in T', then the first player can also win in the geodetic game. Otherwise we try the same procedure with the first player picking some u 2 u 1 in T, and so on. If the first player loses in Hackendot whenever he picks the root for all possible T' induced by T, then the second player can win in the geodetic game. 9
Questions: (i) Is there a more efficient strategy? (ii) Do geodetic games on forests have a polynomial strategy? On directed acyclic graphs with all roots initially labeled?
Corollary 2: If Twith at least two vertices is an undirected finite tree on which a geodetic game is played, a first winning move cannot be to label a vertex u with degree d(u) = 1.
